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SCHEDULING AND ACADEMIC CALENDAR

Scheduling of University Transfer General Education Courses

1. The VPAA at the university will designate one contact person and the President/Director at the technical institute will designate one contact person who will work together to manage and be responsible for the scheduling of the transfer general education courses at the technical institute.

   a. Through consultation the technical institute and university will develop a timeline according to which the technical institute will submit to the university a draft general education course schedule.

   b. The technical institute will draft the initial days and times for each course section.

   c. The technical institute will indicate technical institute faculty assigned to each course section.

   d. The university will review the technical institute draft schedule and assign university faculty as needed for the proposed course sections, or consult with the technical institute concerning unstaffed sections.

2. Curriculum management

   a. Through consultation the technical institute and university will determine for each class minimum enrollment, enrollment caps, delivery method and cancellation.

   b. The technical institute will notify its students if a class is cancelled and the university will notify its students if a class is cancelled.

   c. Contact Hours—BOR policies on class and laboratory contact time will be followed.

   d. The faculty member teaching the course will transmit grades for technical institute students to the technical institute and grades for university students to the university.

Academic Calendar

The transfer general education courses typically will be delivered according to the technical institute academic calendar. University class sections will be considered non-standard and will be based on the technical institute calendar start and end dates. The
university and technical institute may determine that a course should be delivered based on the university academic calendar.

REGISTRATION

Registering Technical Institute students in University Transfer General Education Courses:

1. Students seeking degrees from the technical institute register as a technical institute student enrolling in the transfer general education courses. These students will pay the technical institute tuition and fees.

Registering Students in University Transfer General Education Courses who are not seeking a degree from the Technical Institute:

1. Students not seeking degrees from the technical institute register as a university student enrolling in the university general education courses. These students pay the university tuition and fees.
2. Each transferable General Education course offered at the technical institute will be entered on the university schedule as a non-standard class using the technical institute calendar start and end dates.
3. Students not seeking degrees from the technical institute wishing to enroll in the university general education courses must apply for university admission following standard procedures.
4. University enrollments in the transfer general education courses are on a space available basis.

FACULTY

Requirements to teach General Education courses:

1. Technical institute faculty have either a master’s degree in the subject/discipline being taught or any master’s degree typically with 18 graduate hours in the subject/discipline being taught. (BOR Policy 2:25:1:E:1)
2. If a university specialized accrediting agency establishes standards of faculty credentials, those standards will be followed. (BOR Policy 2:25:1:E:3)
3. Emergency short-term exceptions will be accepted. (BOR Policy 2:25:1:E:4)

General Education Course Delivery – Current Technical Institute Faculty

1. Current technical institute faculty approved to teach transfer general education courses may continue to teach as long as they meet university requirements. Lists of the current technical institute faculty approved to teach university transfer general education courses are included as Attachment I.
2. Current technical institute faculty approved to teach general education courses will be designated as a university courtesy appointment as adjunct faculty (i.e.,
names included in university email listing, phone book, department/college list of faculty; invited to relevant university events)

3. The adjunct faculty courtesy appointment does not alter the technical institute faculty contractual relationship with the technical institute.

**General Education Course Delivery – New Hires**

1. If the currently approved technical institute faculty resign their position at the technical institute, through consultation the university and technical institute will determine the hiring of replacement faculty to teach transfer general education courses. This could include a jointly shared and approved individual, an assignment of a qualified person from the university staff, or a new part-time individual hired by the university.

**Faculty Recruitment/Hiring Process/Salary and Benefits**

1. The university determines the adequacy of the qualifications of the faculty teaching university courses.
2. All faculty who teach transfer general education courses must meet the requirements specified above.
3. The technical institute and university will notify one another when faculty who teach transfer general education courses at the technical institutes communicate their intent to leave their position or the position workload changes and results in the need to identify a new faculty member to teach transfer general education courses.
4. The salary for new hires to teach transferable general education courses will be determined by the institution hiring the faculty member.
5. During the hiring process for transfer general education courses, the university and technical institute will consult on the qualifications of individuals being considered.

**Faculty Supervision and Evaluation**

1. The universities will designate the academic supervisor for each technical institute faculty member/university adjunct faculty member for only the transferable general education courses. In most cases the academic supervisor will be the university department head or chair of the discipline of the course. For example, for the technical institute faculty member teaching SOC 100, Introduction to Sociology, the supervisor will be the university Department Head of Sociology. If a department head or chair is not available, then the university Dean of the college will serve as the supervisor.
2. The academic supervisor monitors the course content and delivery.
3. All personnel issues are the responsibility of the employing institution.
4. The academic evaluation process will include the following elements:
   a. The university student opinion survey will be used for all transfer general education courses.
   b. Through consultation the university and technical institute will direct the process for formal classroom observation.
c. Each university and technical institute partnership will establish procedures for evaluation of faculty using the university student opinion survey.

Student Complaints

1. For students who have concerns about course content, delivery, or grading of transferable general education courses, the student’s first point of contact is the instructor of the course. If students’ concerns remain following contact with the course instructor, the student follows the process in the student handbook of the institution in which the student is enrolled.
2. For all issues other than course content and delivery, the student should follow the process specified in the Student Handbook of the institution in which the student is enrolled. The partner institution will be notified of all such matters.
3. The technical institute and university will consult as needed.

TRANSCRIPTS

Technical Institute Students who do not complete a technical institute degree

1. General education transfer courses taught at technical institutes would be accepted as meeting general education requirements at regental institutions, regardless of whether or not the technical institute student completed the technical institute degree program, assuming:
   a. The transfer general education courses carry the university prefix, number with “T” designation, and title so that they are easily identified by regental registrars as meeting the above conditions.
   b. These courses would be accepted onto the regental transcript when the technical institute student transfers to a regental institution.
   c. All Regental transfer policies will apply.

Technical Institute Students who complete a technical institute degree

1. General education transfer courses taught at technical institutes would be accepted as meeting general education requirements at regental institutions, when the technical institute student graduates from the technical institute degree program, assuming:
   a. The transfer general education courses carry the university prefix, number with “T” designation, and title so that they are easily identified by regental registrars as meeting the above conditions.
   b. These courses would be accepted onto the regental transcript when the technical institute graduate transfers to a regental institution.
   c. The technical institute student does NOT have to declare their intention to transfer to a regental institution at the beginning of their technical institute career to take advantage of the benefits provided by the articulation agreements.
   d. All Regental transfer policies will apply.
General Education Courses

1. General education courses taught at technical institutes prior to Fall 2005 (Attachment II) will be accepted as meeting general education requirements at regental institutions, assuming:
   a. The general education course instructor and course is on the approved articulation course agreement established in 1999 and maintained until Fall 2005.
   b. These courses would be accepted onto the regental transcript when the technical institute student transfers to a regental institution.
   c. All Regental transfer policies will apply.

Transcripting Articulated Technical Institute Programs

1. Beginning in Fall 2005, transcripting for articulated programs will be accomplished as follows:
   a. A multiple credit block university course is added to the student’s academic record to represent the technical credit hours accepted toward the university program. The block course will be numbered ATIP 292 AAS Program in ______ (list title of technical institute AAS degree).
   b. The ATIP 292 block course will carry variable credit – whatever is specified in the articulation agreement.
   c. This block course for the university articulated program will be transcripted when the technical institute graduate is admitted to the university articulated program. If the student changes programs, the university equivalent credit for the ATIP 292 block course will be changed from SUBJ 292T to NC 292T so as not to meet degree requirements in the new program.
   d. A grade of CR will be associated with the ATIP 292 block course and will not be included in the grade point average.

2. Technical institute graduates of articulated programs who transferred to a university prior to Fall 2005 are eligible for the articulation agreements. However, such students will have to meet the requirements in the current university catalog. The articulated ATIP 292 course does not replace any courses the student has already taken at the university.

TECH PREP

1. Technical courses (Technical courses are defined as courses that meet the technical program requirements for a diploma, certificate, or Associate of Applied Science degree.)
   a. The technical institute determines if a Tech Prep technical course meets its requirements and is acceptable for the AAS degree.
   b. Program to program agreements between the South Dakota technical institutes and the public universities involve students who have completed an AAS degree from a South Dakota technical institute.
c. These program to program agreements do not involve the review and transfer of individual technical courses included in the AAS degree.
d. As part of the program to program agreements, the public universities are accepting the AAS degree; and, therefore, are accepting the technical institute decision related to any Tech Prep technical course that was included in the AAS degree.

2. Academic courses (An academic course is defined as a course that is equivalent to a Regental general education requirement at the 100 or 200 level.)
a. The technical institute determines if a Tech Prep academic course meets its requirements and is acceptable for the AAS degree.
b. Program to program agreements between the South Dakota technical institutes and the public universities involve students who have completed an AAS degree from a South Dakota technical institute.
c. These program to program agreements do not involve the review and transfer of individual academic courses included in the AAS degree.
d. As part of the program to program agreements, the public universities are responsible for the delivery of transfer general education courses. Tech Prep academic courses are not considered transfer general education courses.

FINANCE
(To be updated by BAC)

Reimbursement
__________ Technical Institute may bill _________ State University for the instructional services provided by _________ Technical Institute employees at a rate equal to 2.78% per credit hour of the institute’s annual salary and benefit costs for a fulltime individual faculty member.

The parties expect that, at the beginning of each state fiscal year, the Department of Education will pay to _________ Technical Institute $ ________, as provided in the agreement of ________, 200_; subject to continued appropriations for such purposes by the South Dakota Legislature.

Funding
1. The legislative appropriation for the universities and technical institutes is outlined in Attachment III.
2. The universities must cover their costs associated with delivery of transfer general education courses with the state appropriation plus tuition revenue.

Course Sections
1. The number of course sections, to be delivered at the technical institutes, that are funded by the state appropriation are outlined in Attachment IV.